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Model: ZWD-1500-1 Assembly Instructions

No. Description
01 Frame Assembly
02 Fixed Pin (2)
03 Swivel Caster (2)
04 Lock Washer (2)
05 1/2" Nut (2)
06 Jack Support Assy
07 Bolt 1/2" x 7 1/2" (2)
08 Lock Washer (2)
09 1/2" Nut (2)
10 Chain (2)
11 Bottle Jack
12 Jack Handle

Unpack all contents of the box that your new Zinko hydraulic wheel dolly came in and
inspect for any damage or missing parts. If there is damage or missing parts contact
shipper to make a claim.

Assembly Instructions

1. Unfold frame assembly (No. 01) and insert Fixed Pins (No. 02) into their
corresponding holes in the frame assembly.

2. Insert the swivel casters (No. 03) into their corresponding holes in the legs of the
frame assembly. Place lock washer (No. 04) over the threads of the swivel caster
until they come into contact with the frame assembly. Lubricate caster threads
with 30W motor oil and attach 1/2" Nuts (No. 05) to swivel caster threads, torque
to 30 Ft-Lbs.

3. Lift frame assembly (No.02) and support in elevated position; attach jack support
assembly to frame assembly using bolts (07), lock washers (08), and nuts (09).
Make sure to lubricate bolt threads with 30W motor oil and torque to 30 Ft.-Lbs.

4. Place bottle jack (No. 11) onto jack support assembly (No. 06) with the jack pump
handle facing away from the frame assembly (No. 1) and within the jack support
assembly frame. Close release valve on jack and insert jack handle (No. 12) into
jack pump handle sleeve.

5. Attach chains (No. 10) to the holes on the top of the frame assembly.

Congratulations your Zinko hydraulic wheel dolly is assembled and ready to use.
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